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Written for users who are more comfortable with DDS, CL, and RPG as well as those using modern languages such as C and Java, this book allows those who are unfamiliar with Unix to easily learn the Qshell technology.

Sometimes you hit a home run with a computer software book. This one is it. You don’t have much choice when it comes to Qshell documentation, but finally, it doesn’t matter.

Not only will you learn Qshell in a manner easier than you can with the Qshel manual, you’ll find things IBM never documented there. Qshell is a great program, but it will do much more for you than IBM will tell you, and this book gives you the scoop on that inside information.

The information gleaned here will also be largely applicable to the shells for Linux and Unix, so programmers not familiar with those platforms will find those shells much easier to learn after learning Qshell. And leveraging your knowledge is what employee value is all about.

Ted Holt and IBMer Fred Kulack take you through Qshell and show you the ins and outs with more examples than you can imagine. Further, the book is written for people who will be using modern languages like C and Java as well as those who are more comfortable with DDS, CL and RPG. So whatever your angle on the iSeries is, this book is what you’ve been looking for.

	First—Qshell is not an alternate interface to the others. Qshell includes commands that are not found in QCMD and iSeries Navigator (formerly known as Operations Navigator, or OpsNav).
	Second—Qshell is well-suited for working with the Integrated File System.
	Third—Qshell can run shell scripts from Unix platforms with little or no modification. This implies that programmers from Unix syxtems can do productive work on the iSeries.
	Fourth—Qshell handles multi-threaded programming.
	Fifth—Qshell is a good environment for the creation of Java applications.


This incredible Qshell resource will teach you:

	How to better manage IFS files in your applications
	How to run Unix or Linux shells on the iSeries
	How to implement Web/Java Applications on an iSeries
	How to run AIX binaries on your iSeries if your business uses a PASE environment
	How to automate your everyday, drudge work
	Much more!
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Moodle 2.0 E-Learning Course DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is the leading open source learning management system. Using Moodle, teachers can easily construct richly-textured web-based courses. A course can consist of a number of lessons, with each lesson including reading materials; activities such as quizzes, tests, surveys, and projects; and social elements that encourage interaction and...
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Robot Vision: Video-based Indoor Exploration with Autonomous and Mobile RobotsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	The book is intended for advanced students in physics, mathematics, computer science, electrical engineering, robotics, engine engineering and for specialists in computer vision and robotics on the techniques for the development of vision-based robot projects. It focusses on autonomous and mobile service robots for indoor work, and teaches...
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Marine Chemical Ecology (Marine Science)CRC Press, 2001

	The interdisciplinary field of marine chemical ecology is an expanding and dynamic science. It is no surprise that the breadth of marine organisms studied expanded in concert with developments in underwater technology. With its up-to-date subject reviews by experts, Marine Chemical Ecology is the most current, comprehensive book on the...
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MMS: Technologies, Usage and Business Models John Wiley & Sons, 2003
MMS will reshape mobile communication, making it more personal, versatile, and expressive than ever before.
    Drawing on the authors’ hands-on experience in developing, billing and delivering Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS), this innovative book addresses how MMS will affect existing network and...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2009

Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Exchange Server 2010. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether...
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Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself - Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Sams Teach Yourself eBay® in 10 Minutes


	 


	Michael Miller


	 


	Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working...
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